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It is split into three parts:

- Periodical Articles;
- Books Significantly Mentioning or Drawing upon Ford;
- Dissertations on or Significantly Mentioning Ford.

Please inform Ashley Chantler of any errors or omissions:
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With thanks to: John Attridge, Laura Colombino, Michael Copp, Fabienne Couécou, Andrew Frayn, Sara Haslam, Rob Hawkes, Michele Gemelos, Robert Gomme, Seamus O’Malley, Alan Munton, Petra Rau, Stephen Rogers, Max Saunders, Paul Skinner, Johan Velter.


**Periodical Articles**


**Books Significantly Mentioning or Drawing upon Ford**


Brown, Dennis, and Jenny Plastow (eds), *Ford Madox Ford and Englishness* (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2006).


Haslam, Sara (ed.), *Ford Madox Ford and the City* (Amsterdam and New York: Rodopi, 2005).
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**Dissertations on or Significantly Mentioning Ford**


Bibliography, as a discipline, is traditionally the academic study of books as physical, cultural objects; in this sense, it is also known as bibliology (from Ancient Greek: -λογία, romanized: -logia). English author and bibliographer John Carter describes bibliography as a word having two senses, one, a list of books for further study or of works consulted by an author (enumerative bibliography); the other, one applicable for collectors, is "the study of books as physical objects" and "the systematic study of books as physical objects". Gerald R. Ford: A Selected Bibliography. The list below describes a selection of published biographies and memoirs concerning President Ford's career, especially his presidency. For more information about published sources concerning President Ford, his administration, or issues and events of his presidency, contact the Ford Library. Bauer, Stephen M. At Ease in the White House: The Uninhibited Memoirs of a Presidential Social Aide. Birch Lane Press, 1991. Four chapters cover the Ford administration. Booraem, Hendrik. The Education of Gerald Ford. William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2016. Henry Ford refers to the KZB as the International Jew. The word International Jew does not appear in any of the earlier historical or biblical writings, as it was first coined in the 1870s. Jew refers to those people of Hebrew descent or the Israelites of the Bible, who have Semitic ancestry. Zionists make up the political group which controls the government of the country of Israel today. A book could be written on the powers wielded by him and his sons and their communistic Marshall Foundation. In the "House Committee on Un-American Activities Dies Report: Communist Front Organizations", there are no less than 27 listings. Back in 1938 and 1939 when I did considerable speaking in Detroit, I used to be entertained at the executives' table at the Ford plant. Written in English. 134 pages. This edition doesn't have a description yet. Cyril Tourneur (1575?-1626), John Ford (1586-ca. 1640). Edit. A bibliography of writings by and about John Ford and Cyril Tourneur. This edition was published in 1977 by G. K. Hall in Boston. Edition Notes.